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 don't forget to add your lp id in the sources.list ara: can you make a launchpad account? vila, I have added my launchpad
account, I am doing the updates now. ara: you may be missing the usual Ubuntu packages from your mirror (except for the apt-
mirror ones) ara: or maybe you're using a machine with a broken apt config vila, it is a VM, could it be broken? ara: not sure,

I've not used VM's for ages, you can check that: ara: I meant that checking what other packages are installed by dpkg -l will tell
you if your apt-mirror is broken vila, ok, I will try that ara: if you can reproduce the issue, you can file a bug by following the
steps here: ara: btw, in such cases, it's better to file a bug so that you don't create a new one :- } vila, yes, I was thinking about

that :-) vila, I am trying with the apt-mirror. I will report it if it fails vila, I have just installed all the updates you told me, and is
still doing. ara: great! Did you also try apt-get update? vila, yes, it is still doing vila, it is installing the package for mozilla-

mplayer, which I did not have, I believe vila, now, it is downloading mplayer vila, it is downloading a bunch of packages ara:
hmm, I don't think I mentioned mplayer, but I think this should be enough to get you started. vila, I think I have it installed as it

is in the pre-released software-store vila, anyway, it is 82157476af
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